The fire of solidarity in the land known as Chile, where Anarchy is an Idea that lives

* A few months of insurrectional struggle in its own words

"Anarchist solidarity makes it clear that prison is not the end of the path of struggle, but its continuation. The networks between prisoners and like-minded comrades on the outside allow the imprisoned to continue to take part in events or to set up projects as well as to contributions of the different comrades. This way, there is a feedback between the inside and the outside, which enriches and keeps anarchy alive in a time when modern states are perfecting their mechanisms of control, surveillance and repression. That is why the internationalist character of anarchist solidarity is also important. Anarchist solidarity, where every strike, action or propaganda throughout the world is oxygen in the veins of the prisoner; giving them strength to follow the path of struggle and maintain the fighting spirit."

* Insurrectionary heat for all prisoners and against the techno-industrial capitalist system!
We can spend our entire lives speaking and writing about revolution, revolt, social war, confrontations, and not even understand what we have been talking about. Here and now isn't a poetic phrase, it's a constant invitation to bring into practice each and every one of these words discussed, written, sung or read. The here and now is what we take in and what we don't take in, it's how we dress or don't dress, it's how we relate with our comrades, friends, children and partners. It's what we decide to consume or not consume. It's the windows we think of breaking and break. It's the police we think about attacking and attack. It's the car we think about burning and burn. It's the institutions of power that we think about attacking and attack. The here and now is a never-ending string of situations and things that we bring into practice because we're neither soldiers of revolt, nor theoreticians of social war, nor are we artists looking for the applause of the spectators, because we think and feel that we should bring the insurrection to each and every gesture, smile, touch, word and action.

...words of a brother of Mauricio Morales
From Chile to Italy. A loud cry of insurrectional complicity for Alfredo Cóspito (Marcelo Villarroel)

A loud cry of insurrectional complicity for Alfredo Cóspito!!!

Alfredo Cóspito is an anarchist comrade from Turin imprisoned since September 2012 after the knee-capping of Roberto Adinolfi (on May 7), executive director of Italian nuclear company Ansaldo Nucleare. This act claimed by the “Olga” Cell / Informal Anarchist Federation / International Revolutionary Front for which he was sentenced to 10 years and 8 months. He was also sentenced to 20 years (first degree), for the explosive attack on the Carabinieri training school in Fossano (Cuneo) on June 2, 2006, claimed by Terrible Anonymous

Revolt – Informal Anarchist Federation, which provoked the state response through the operation “Scripta Manent”.

Alfredo has been an anarchist comrade in active praxis for decades. Always consistent with his anti-authoritarian projectuality, he has maintained several antagonistic initiatives for which, even though he has been in prison for more than 10 years, the Italian fascist state does not forgive him. In May of this year he was transferred to the Bancali prison in Sardinia where he was locked up under the 41 bis extreme isolation regime.

This prison regime was the Italian state’s response in 1992 to the rising violence of the mafia.

Since then, political prisoners of the Red Brigades have also been imprisoned under the same regime. Today Alfredo is the first Anarchist held under this regime which, among other restrictions, consists of being isolated for 22 hours in a special penitentiary regime where they want to bury him for years. A war cry for total liberation! An unyielding insistence until the destruction of the last bastion of confinement where they want to bury him for years. This is the time for constant and untiring action to get the comrade out of such a vindictive regime of confinement where they want to keep him in prison for more than a month, risking his life and using the only weapon possible: his body. Likewise the comrades Juan Sorroche in the prison of Terni, Anna Beniamino in Rebibbia and Ivan Alocco in M.de.A. Villepinte in France have remained on hunger strike in active solidarity with the comrade and his urgent demand to get out of this sick regime of punishment and isolation.

From a long time in prison of almost 15 years in territory occupied by the Chilean state, I make a strong call to redouble the combative and complicit solidarity with Alfredo using all possible and imaginable tools in all territories where the anarchist and subversive anti-authoritarian consciousness is expressed in multiple ways, breaking from ghettos and sects, advancing to the real meeting of those who walk along common paths of struggle against the state, prison and capital.

This is the time for constant and untiring action to get Alfredo out of this sick regime of confinement where they want to bury him for years. A war cry for total liberation! An unyielding insistence until the destruction of the last bastion of prison society. A complicity embrace to Juan Sorroche, to Anna Beniamino and Ivan Alocco from the south of the world where they accompany us in our daily struggles and resistances!!! To Alfredo all the Newen and the immemorial strength of those who have given their lives in the struggle for freedom in every rebel territory of this rotten world that we want to see fall. Let’s get Alfredo Cóspito out of isolation! Against the 41bis and all regimes of confinement, punishment and isolation!!!

Death to the state and long live anarchy!!! Amulepe tain weichan!!! As long as misery exists, there will be rebellion!

- Marcelo Villarroel Sepúlveda

Subversive Anti-authoritarian Prisoner

La Gonzalina Prison Factory, Rancagua, territory occupied by the Chilean state.

End of November 2022. –

Translations from spanish to english by anarchists of the anarchist project act for freedom now in solidarity to the struggle to the anarchist and subversive prisoners.
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Incendiary Attack at Instituto Nacional for Monica, Francisco and Against Safe Classroom, Repressive Laws and Anti-squat Laws

On Thursday, August 17, banners, pamphlets, barri-cades and molotov confrontations were deployed against the presence of the carabineros (COP), between Alamenda and Arturo Pratt.

Words of Anarchist Comrade Mónica Caballero with Alfredo Cospito

Mónica Caballero

A few days ago, I received the news that the indomitable Alfredo Cospito began a hunger strike to demand his release from the 41 bis legal torture regime. For those who do not know Alfredo Cospito, he is an anarchist comrade kidnapped by the Italian state, since 2012, for an attack against one of those responsible for the nuclear disaster in Fukushima. This action was claimed by the Olga FAI-FRI faction and Alfredo took responsibility for it. Since this conviction, the comrade has been prosecuted in several repressive operations, such as Scripta Manet, Sybilla, which have managed to obtain convictions and have added more years to the comrade’s already long sentence. The 41 bis is basically a regime of total isolation in which the prisoner is restricted, limited and cen-sored in all his communications. Censorship is one of the Italian state’s main motivations for applying the 41 bis to Alfredo since the comrade has always had the opportunity to spread informal anarchist mobilization against repressive laws. No to the anti-squat law, safe classroom and trigger happy law. Delinquents forever”, “kick a narco, become anarco” and “Faced with the trial against the comrade, unleash solidarity with Monica and Francisco”.

Banners and leaflets read: “Organized students mobilize against repressive laws. No to the anti-squat law, safe classroom and trigger happy law. Delinquents forever”, “kick a narco, become anarco” and “Faced with the trial against the comrade, unleash solidarity with Monica and Francisco”.

Letter of solidarity from Wallmapu

Temuco prison, we express our support and solidarity with the current process that comrade Mónica Caballero and comrade Francisco Solar are going through, giving them all our newen, and at the same time, highlighting all the courage, valor and bravery they have shown to face this stage marked by unjust accusations, where the real criminals, terrorists, delinquents and murderers are free with their hands stained with blood.

A strong embrace full of much newen, solidarity, support, hope and resistance.

Freedom to all Mapuche and subversive prisoners August 22nd, 2023

For the annulment of the sentences of Pinochet’s military justice for comrade Marcelo Villarroel.

Freedom for Francisco Solar!!

For the acquittal of the sentences of Pinche’s military justice for comrade Marcelo Villarroel.

Freedom now!

Freedom to all Mapuche and subversive prisoners.

As long as there is misery there will be rebellion.

Until victory or death!

Amulepe taim weichan marrichiwéu!

Nelson Queupil Soto.
Eduardo Fuica

Antu Llanca
Josuquin. H.Q.
Maximo Queipul.
Luis Tranamil.
José Cáceres Salamanca
Raúl Canulla Huemulao
Luis Fuenzalida Eneros
Juan Rodriguez Huenupil

(Wallmapu) Mapuche political prisoners from Temuco show solidarity with anarchist and subversive prisoners August 22nd, 2023

Throughout the history of humanity, the pueblo has risen up, fought, resisted against tyranny and oppression imposed in different ways and different contexts. This is how the capitalist system through the state and government as its faithful dogs do the impossible of stopping anyone who fights for their pueblo, increasing sentences, creating new laws to segregate and dismantle every bastion of struggle and resistance.

It should be noted that for all those committed to the struggle against the capitalist system, this only increases our ties of solidarity and support.

It is for this reason that from Wallmapu territory, Temuco prison, we express our support and solidarity with the current process that comrade Mónica Caballero and comrade Francisco Solar are going through, giving them all our newen, and at the same time, highlighting all the courage, valor and bravery they have shown to face this stage marked by unjust accusations, where the real criminals, terrorists, delinquents and murderers are free with their hands stained with blood.

A strong embrace full of much newen, solidarity, support, hope and resistance.

Freedom for Monica Caballero!!!

Freedom for Francisco Solar!!

For the annulment of the sentences of Pinche’s military justice for comrade Marcelo Villarroel.

Freedom now!

Freedom to all Mapuche and subversive prisoners.

As long as there is misery there will be rebellion.

Until victory or death!

Amulepe taín weichan marrichiwéu!

Nelson Queupil Soto.
Eduardo Fuica

Antu Llanca
Josuquin. H.Q.
Maximo Queipul.
Luis Tranamil.
José Cáceres Salamanca
Raúl Canulla Huemulao
Luis Fuenzalida Eneros
Juan Rodriguez Huenupil

(Peru) Mapuche political prisoners from Temuco show solidarity with anarchist and subversive prisoners August 22nd, 2023

Letter of solidarity from Wallmapu

To all those who struggle and to public opinion in general.

Throughout the history of humanity, the pueblo has risen up, fought, resisted against tyranny and oppression imposed in different ways and different contexts. This is how the capitalist system through the state and government as its faithful dogs do the impossible of stopping anyone who fights for their pueblo, increasing sentences, creating new laws to segregate and dismantle every bastion of struggle and resistance.

It should be noted that for all those committed to the struggle against the capitalist system, this only increases our ties of solidarity and support.

It is for this reason that from Wallmapu territory, Temuco prison, we express our support and solidarity with the current process that comrade Mónica Caballero and comrade Francisco Solar are going through, giving them all our newen, and at the same time, highlighting all the courage, valor and bravery they have shown to face this stage marked by unjust accusations, where the real criminals, terrorists, delinquents and murderers are free with their hands stained with blood.

A strong embrace full of much newen, solidarity, support, hope and resistance.

Freedom for Monica Caballero!!!

Freedom for Francisco Solar!!

For the annulment of the sentences of Pinche’s military justice for comrade Marcelo Villarroel.

Freedom now!

Freedom to all Mapuche and subversive prisoners.

As long as there is misery there will be rebellion.

Until victory or death!

Amulepe taín weichan marrichiwéu!

Nelson Queupil Soto.
Eduardo Fuica

Antu Llanca
Josuquin. H.Q.
Maximo Queipul.
Luis Tranamil.
José Cáceres Salamanca
Raúl Canulla Huemulao
Luis Fuenzalida Eneros
Juan Rodriguez Huenupil

(Peru) Mapuche political prisoners from Temuco show solidarity with anarchist and subversive prisoners August 22nd, 2023

Letter of solidarity from Wallmapu

To all those who struggle and to public opinion in general.

Throughout the history of humanity, the pueblo has risen up, fought, resisted against tyranny and oppression imposed in different ways and different contexts. This is how the capitalist system through the state and government as its faithful dogs do the impossible of stopping anyone who fights for their pueblo, increasing sentences, creating new laws to segregate and dismantle every bastion of struggle and resistance.

It should be noted that for all those committed to the struggle against the capitalist system, this only increases our ties of solidarity and support.

It is for this reason that from Wallmapu territory, Temuco prison, we express our support and solidarity with the current process that comrade Mónica Caballero and comrade Francisco Solar are going through, giving them all our newen, and at the same time, highlighting all the courage, valor and bravery they have shown to face this stage marked by unjust accusations, where the real criminals, terrorists, delinquents and murderers are free with their hands stained with blood.

A strong embrace full of much newen, solidarity, support, hope and resistance.

Freedom for Monica Caballero!!!

Freedom for Francisco Solar!!

For the annulment of the sentences of Pinche’s military justice for comrade Marcelo Villarroel.

Freedom now!

Freedom to all Mapuche and subversive prisoners.

As long as there is misery there will be rebellion.

Until victory or death!

Amulepe taín weichan marrichiwéu!

Nelson Queupil Soto.
Eduardo Fuica

Antu Llanca
Josuquin. H.Q.
Maximo Queipul.
Luis Tranamil.
José Cáceres Salamanca
Raúl Canulla Huemulao
Luis Fuenzalida Eneros
Juan Rodriguez Huenupil
Communiqué from different territories of Abya Yala in solidarity with Alfredo Cospito, who is since almost 90 days on hunger strike against the 41 bis punishment and isolation regime. (América Latina)

As comrades with affinity to the anarchist struggle against prisons, prison society and the system of domination, we want to express through these words our unwavering support for comrade Alfredo Cospito, kidnapped by the Italian state and held in the prison of Bancali, Sassari, Sardinia – an extermination center where he is detained after having been subjected to the infamous 41 bis regime. This regime aims to destroy him as a person by preventing him from maintaining contact with any of his comrades inside, as well as outside the prisons.

Alfredo has been on hunger strike since almost 90 days. He demands the end of the application of this annihilating regime, which blackmails anyone who enters it, through the torture of isolation, to choose between collaboration with justice or death – the only two occasions in which 41 bis ceases to be applied.

As comrades in affinity we repudiate the torture applied to Alfredo and any other comrade. We know that they fear us because of our uncompromising commitment to end with the system of domination, a commitment that does not end either with torture, prison, or death itself and, for this reason, Alfredo is risking his life firmly and without hesitation.

From the territory occupied by the Chilen colonialist state and from different territories of Abya Yala we want to make it clear that our comrade’s struggle is also ours and that the consequences of a bad outcome will be seen and felt everywhere. Enemies, states and jailers, do not forget that divisive borders are yours, not ours, and that our responses will not go unnoticed if one more of us is taken.

As anarchists, nihilists and subservives we know that we will always be in conflict, a historical and continuous conflict, in which life and death constantly meet in a never-ending struggle until the demise of all civilization imposed by power and relations of domination.

Comrade Alfredo Cospito, we know these words will be denied to you. However we want you to know that we are by your side from afar and that your struggle, as the one of many others, is and will be present in our daily action.

Death to prison society and to all the states and institutions that sustain it.

We demand the end of 41 bis for Alfredo Cospito and the end of isolation for all our comrades locked up in prisons worldwide.

We call for solidarity through all means with Alfredo.

End to 41bis!!
End to prison isolation!!
Immediate freedom of all anarchist, subservive and anti-speciesist prisoners!!

- From the prison empresa la gonzalina de rancagua: 
  - Marcelo Villarroel Sepúlveda.
  - Juan Aliste Vega.
  - Joaquín García Chancos.
  - Francisco Solar Domínguez.
  - Aldo Hernandez.

- From the female prison of San Miguel, Stgo: 
  - Mónica Caballero Sepúlveda.
  - Itamar Diaz.
  - Béllica Toro Coleman.

- From the prison empresa Stgo 1: 
  - Nicolas Melendez.
  - Rodolfo Olivares.
  - Diego Rivas.
  - Lucas Hernandez.
  - Abraham Astorga.
  - Javier Reyes.

---

Claim for Arson Attack on RED Bus Outside San Miguel Prison

Arson attack on RED bus outside San Miguel Prison

When we visualize the face of the enemy, we immediately recognize the prison and its penitentiary system, with all its apparatuses and officials, as a target to destroy since this is where they have historically sought to imprison revolutionary minds and actions.

Both in the past and in the present, we know that our comrades in prison have had to resist constant harassment of their bodies on a daily basis, as the gendarmerie tries to systematically demonize our imprisoned comrades through humiliation, punishment, torture, threats to take away their visits or orders in the face of any act that alters the codes of domination within the units.

That is why, by means of a precision attack, we set fire to a RED bus with an efficient incendiary device outside the San Miguel Prison, aimed at disrupting the passivity that walls through the streets, throughout this society that surveilles and controls behaviour, longing for submission and building a false belief in the impossibility of fighting it.

A special greeting to comrade Mónica Caballero, who is in a new trial against her together with Francisco Solar for several explosive attacks against repressors and powerful people. Insurrectional solidarity with Mónica and Francisco.

A warm embrace for Itamar Diaz who recently experienced the punishment of the San Miguel jailers after confronting their authoritarian dynamics. Also for the comrades in Santiago who were dispersed to different units after showing solidarity with Itamar.

For all of you, a gesture of solidarity turned into fire, trying to oxygenate the daily life in prison, know that you are with us in every action. A speedy recovery to comrade Zukato.

For the abolition of prisons!

For the multiplication of autonomous action!

Seditious Cell Santiago Maldonado – New Subversion

Montevideo, Territory occupied by the Uruguayan State: Gesture of Solidarity with Monica and Francisco

On the afternoon of July 17, 2023, on the eve of the beginning of the trial against the anarchists Mónica Caballero and Francisco Solar, we decided to carry out a solidarity action in front of the Chilean embassy in Montevideo. The purpose of this action is to demonstrate the violence and viciousness of the government in power and the justice system in general that has kept them in preventive detention for three years now, a government that even dressed in its best progressive clothes cannot hide the fact that it keeps political prisoners in its prisons.

We do so once again to affirm that there are political prisoners in Chile and to back our comrades absolutely. Their actions are framed in the struggle against the violence of the State, they took the initiative and returned the blows received.

The repressive tradition of the post-dictatorship governments did nothing more than plunge the population into a loop of misery and violence. It is in this context that the events for which they will be judged starting July 18 take place. Justice, neither slow nor lazy, will do its best to give an exemplary punishment and will try to bury our comrades for decades under the walls of their prisons. To which we respond once and a thousand times that they will not be able to, even by convicting them, because we are many and we are everywhere, we will be the voice that amplifies their words and the hands that carry out the actions to come.

Without truce and in spite of their constant intimida
dion we are with the rebels hating the powerful.

Without truce and in spite of their constant intimida
dion we are with the rebels hating the powerful.

As anarchists, nihilists and subversives we know that we will always be in conflict, a historical and continuous conflict, in which life and death constantly meet in a never-ending struggle until the
Letter from Ambro – anarchist prisoner in Chile for the Week of Solidarity

I wish I could transform myself into a wolf, so I could sink my teeth into the womb of society in an orgy of destruction. Bruno Filippi

From some corner of the Chilean prisons

Having finished my daily hours in the courtyard, from my cell I throw myself into writing a few lines in order to find a brief moment of freedom that will interrupt my prison reality.

If I think of anarchist solidarity, the first thing that comes to my mind is my arrival in prison, when my comrades who had already been held hostage for various political reasons took charge of orienting me and gave me the tools to survive in this hostile and indifferent world.

Anarchist solidarity makes it clear that prison is not the end of the path of struggle, but its continuation. The networks between prisoners and like-minded comrades on the outside allow the imprisoned to continue to take part in events or to set up projects as well as to contributions of the different comrades. This way, there is a feedback between the inside and the outside, which enriches and keeps anarchy alive in a time when modern states are perfecting their mechanisms of control, surveillance and repression.

That is why the internationalist character of anarchist solidarity is also important. Anarchist solidarity, where every strike, action or propaganda throughout the world is oxygen in the veins of the prisoner, giving them strength to follow the path of struggle and maintain the fighting spirit.

I am deeply grateful for the help given by the comrades of A-Fund. It has been 5 months since I was deprived of my precious freedom on March 29th. And at the start of my trial the expenses are increasing. I am grateful for the selfless help and faithful commitment to the cause. “I wish I could transform myself into a wolf, so I could sink my teeth into the womb of society in an orgy of destruction.”

I appeal for solidarity with the anarchist comrade Alfredo Cospito, who continues to suffer harassment and censorship at the hands of the Italian State, with the comrades imprisoned in the Greek jails, with Monica and Francisco who stand tall with their heads held high without regrets or hesitation despite being on trial and risking more than 100 years in prison, and with Aldo and Lucas, anarchist prisoners accused of making and placing an explosive device in the national directorate of the gendarmerie.

Ambro
Preso Anarquista
CDP Santiago 1
Chile

Anarchist history is not a sequence of simple and isolated acts, although many would like it to be; to speak of the adventurers, the crazy poets of history, the unwavering ones with heroic personalities, to fill the chronology of some novelistic book of those who hide behind academic titles or some cushy and comfortable desk. But our history could not be further from that – a multitude of sparks, of attempts without pretension or arrogance, voluntary impulses of determined individualities that await neither the conditions nor the moment, that unite freely or act alone always with the same ungovernable pulse.
**Manifesto of the October 18th Movement**

Nota: Este comunicado fue previamente en “Triple explosive attack against critical infrastructure.”

Para el pueblo de Chile.

Como un primer punto, como Movimiento 18 de Octubre, tomamos responsabilidad por los tres ataques explosivos contra la infraestructura capitalista, sabotajes realizados en Valparaíso por el Comando Mauricio Arenas Bejas, en Bio Bio por el Comando Larkenche Pilmucken y en Sable por el Comando Luisa Toledo. Los motivos explicados se explican abajo.

Un tiempo oscuro está llegando a Chile, marcado por un fascismo incipiente que se carga, el cual hoy ha posicionado una conservadora y retrocedida derecha en el gobierno de traza del nuevo establecimiento, el cual estará a la disposición del país del próximo periodo, comprensión de que la nueva generación, la cual gobernará el destino de la nación, el cual será la base para consolidar el nuevo proceso capitalista. Con Boric, el sector derechista, y el gobierno, los golpes se desmandarán por el nuevo estado, que movilizó millones en rechazo al gobierno del dictador.

El ilusión jurídica del nuevo constitución, que será la que determinará la dirección que tomará el país. El sistema capitalista se fortalecerá con el gobierno de Boric, que aspira a consolidar el proceso capitalista, que dejó de funcionar y que se centra en reforzar y agravar la abusividad de este capital que hemos apuntado. Con Boric, se consolidará el nuevo proceso capitalista, que dejó de funcionar y que se centra en reforzar y agravar la abusividad de este capital que hemos apuntado. Con Boric, se consolidará el nuevo proceso capitalista.

El triunfo del capitalismo, con el gobierno de Boric, se está instalando y se está dando la situación donde la derecha, con el gobierno, se consolidará el nuevo proceso capitalista, que dejó de funcionar y que se centra en reforzar y agravar la abusividad de este capital que hemos apuntado. Con Boric, se consolidará el nuevo proceso capitalista.

**Meeting in Solidarity with Mónica Caballero and Francisco Solar**

Con el comienzo de los preparativos para el juicio oral de Mónica Caballero y Francisco Solar, extendemos un llamado a la solidaridad. Con el comienzo de los preparativos para el juicio oral de Mónica Caballero y Francisco Solar, extendemos un llamado a la solidaridad.

El 14 de marzo de 2023, una serie de audiencias comenzará en el llamado juicio oral de Mónica Caballero y Francisco Solar, quienes fueron acusados de los ataques explosivos durante la Revolución del 20 de Octubre de 2020. La Fiscalía solicita 30 años de prisión para Mónica Caballero y 129 para Francisco Solar. El proceso virtualizará.
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subversive prisoner, comrade Marcelo Villarroel marks 15 years of imprisonment. 15 years ago, he was captured in Argentina while fleeing Chile in clandestinity due to the case known as "Security". The antagonistic actions against power that the comrade chose as his form of life at a very young age made him a target of the powerful and their media. They created a brutal and crude spectacle of persecution out of the expropriation of that bank in the center of Santiago, Chile and the resulting death of the cop Moyano in October 2007.

The state kidnapping of Marcelo, which in concrete terms is a concealed life sentence, is sustained by the most rotten filth of the dictatorial inheritance: Pinochet's putrid Military court, even in 2023. Something that seems unthinkable 50 years after the military coup and the start of the civic-military dictatorship.

However, this parallel justice, that no one seems to notice, hear or mention, remains intolerably operational. This was demonstrated this past February 27 at the sentence review hearing held in the 7th Guarantee Court of Santiago, which confirmed that Marcelo should remain in prison until 2036. Specifically, Marcelo could have applied for parole since December 2019, but the modification of DL 321 by law 21.114 in January 2019 applies retroactively to him.

To have an anti-authoritarian comrade held captive for years under sentences coming from military rulings only demonstrates the shameless trickery of an oligarchy that seeks to use prison to exterminate anyone who interrupts the expansion of its domination.

Fifteen years after Marcelo’s kidnapping we call on all comrades, individuals, spaces and collectives that build autonomous and anarchic subversive antagonism from anti-prison internationalism to a week of action and agitation in solidarity with the comrade from Monday March 13 to Monday March 20 for the Annulment of the Convictions of Pinochet’s Military Justice and for his immediate release to the street.

Putting our imagination from insurrectionary complicity to use. Annul the military justice sentences now! End prison society! Freedom for Marcelo Villarroel now! Subversive, anarchist, anti-speciesist and Mapuche prisoners out of jail now! As long as there is misery there will be rebellion!!! From different territories:

- Individualities in Affinity.
- Anti-prison Solidarity Network with Juan and Marcelo (RSAJM).

Nueva Aldea pulp mill of the Arauco company of the Angelli group circulate, are vindicated. Neither the communities nor citizens move along these roads, only the eucalyptus trees of this forestry company that have caused so much damage to the ecosystem, the Itata River and the surrounding rural communities.

The new order designed by the political and business classes also seeks to annihilate the dignified Mapuche resistance that day by day confronts the forestry companies and landowners who usurp their historic territory. In the last few weeks we have seen how the government together with the right wing have orchestrated a set-up to punish the Mapuche political prisoners in the Angol prison, dispersing them to different prisons, taking them away from their communities and families. We understand that the Mapuche resistance greatly annoys the capitalists who have their interests in the Mapuche territory and that is why they need to strike at their morale to the point of subordinating them. But we also know that they will not succeed despite the state of emergency, the unprecedented militarization and the legislative agenda of the political class that approved the law against timber theft and will soon enact the law of usurpations that seek to protect the private property of the usurpers. Faced with this scenario, we send our warm greetings to the Mapuche nation, to their political prisoners on hunger strike and communities in resistance, and you can count on us for future conspiracies.

It is in this context that the Comando Lafkenche Pilmaiken attacked a high tension tower in Los Alamos, a commune where the Special Forces bases of the Carabineros and the Navy are located, the centre of the repressive policies in the territory. With this action we also demand the immediate return to Angol of the Mapuche political prisoners dispersed to Rancagua, Concepción and Puerto Montt.

50 years after the coup, we make it clear that there is no room for hesitation. The right wing, Boric and their ignominy try to close this chapter under the excuse of national unity. We remind them that the blood of our heroes will not be compromised and that as long as we do not know where the last disappeared detainee is, we will neither forgive nor forget. To the criminals of the communities who are still at large, do not sleep. To the fascists Alexis Lopez, Pancho Malo, APRA, republicans all, and the capitalist political class, be clear that you are our class enemies and that circumstances are not in your favour.

The call is to the people of Chile. To open their eyes in the face of this new scenario that is coming. To organize again in the neighbourhoods, in the environmentalist coordinations, in the unions, in the student federations and in the academy. To return to dispute the principles that made rage explode that October 18. To kill the AFP. To kill private health and education. To defend water. To defend life. To reclaim Chile for the people.

Freedom for all political prisoners of the revolt, Mapuche, anarchists and subversives.

A new ghost haunts Chile October 18th Movement

Threat Library: Six Repressive Operations Added

Chile: 2019-2020 case against Mónica and Francesc o

In 2020, anarchists Mónica Caballero and Francisco Solar were arrested in Chile, accused of sending parcel bombs to a police station and an ex-Minister of Interior in 2019, and placing bombs in a park in an attempt to harm cops in 2020. Both were charged with attempted murder.

For techniques used during this repressive operation, visit CSRC.

Germany: Repression against Zündlumper

Germany: The three from the park bench

France: Repression of Lafarge factory sabotage

Germany: Berlin 2023 railway conspiracy case

United States: Repression of the first Jane’s Revenge arson
Spain: One Less Naturgy Car in Complicity with Monica and Francisco By Insolent Indomitables Provoking Anarchy

One Less Naturgy Car in Complicity with Monica and Francisco

13/7/23

The early morning of July 13, a group of insolent people stopped daily time for a few seconds to place an incendiary device in a car belonging to Nauty in the neighbourhood of Horta. Naturgy unlimitedly exploits the resources of the earth and drives the machinery of the capitalist system creating rivers and rivers of blood. Blood of the people of the plundered villages, the workers – those who protest and those who do not – even those who pay them unbearable prices to amass their wealth. For every euro they earn, one car less!

It only takes a few household materials and arming ourselves with our well-deserved thirst for revenge to go out one night to cause damage. We do not intend to stop: we have in front of us a city full of targets to attack, knowing that the next day they will feel the heat provoked by anarchy more closely. Let them fear us, let them fear us! Enough of the social order that please no one but that everyone supports! We enjoy seeing its machin-ery burn every time.

With this second of insolence we remember the actions of Monica and Francisco, prisoners in the Chilean state for attacking the police station, Minister Hinzpeter and the neighborhood of the rich.

The Wound is Still Bleeding and the Fuse is still Burning. A new March 29th. Words of Anarchist Prisoner Aldo Hernández

March 16, 2023

Metal against metal, heavy blows at the entrance of the building where I slept with my beloved daughter and my brother that night. I reacted to their machine guns and the imminent violence to which we would be subjected by waking up my daughter, getting dressed, and telling her that the police were coming for me. I managed to tell her that I loved her forever and ever, to be strong and calm. I stood in front of her in the face of their weapons and arrogance.

Damm cowards, they investigated me for more than a year, followed me, placed cameras, photographed me, listened to me… they were on my heels and preferred to expose a minor to the violent raid that we experiences that early morning of December 22, 2022. Despicable beings that only did not stop me before out of fear. They clearly knew that this individual would not receive them in a good way, on the contrary, with all the courage that those of us who carry the confrontation against power and its servants, that courage that runs through our veins, that the enemies will never be able to understand. They came to me in the pure style of the fascism of the D.I.N.A or the C.N.I. I cannot forgive much less that they subjected my daughter to a “subtle interrogation”. I hate them a little more every second. Remember that though today my body is imprisoned, my ideas and projects continue to travel illegally through the streets of this territory with the desire to concretize in action what I have reflected with different comrades, sisters and brothers.

I send hugs in this month that is marked with our blood in the history of which I am also a part. Encouragement and strength to those who make memory a daily exercise to nourish us. On certain dates the streets are ours and we can give way to the possibility of attack against the different police forces, those who carry in their history and uniform the blood and pain that we have been forced to feel for the loss of beautiful loved ones.

FIRE AND EXPLOSIONS TO THE LAIRS OF THE ENEMY. SHOT BY SHOT AND BLASTS TO THEIR UNIFORMS. YOUNG COMBATANTS OF YESTERDAY, TODAY AND TOMORROW WILL CONTINUE TO BE PRESENT IN THE STREETS, WITNESSES OF OUR COURAGE AND INSURRECTIONAL CONVICTION.

MARCH 29TH NOBODY IS FORGOTTEN!

My warmest greetings and complicity to the beauti-

ful and historic population of La Victoria, to the

beloved Villa Francia where the words of Luisa

Toledo and Manuel Vergara are echoes that resound

loudly in every passage and avenue forever, to

the brothers and sisters of Lo Hermida and Pehuén

who create scenarios of confrontations, to La

Pincoya that does not forget its subversive and

rebellious character.

Aldo Hernández Valdés

Anarchist Prisoner

Extermination and isolation center “La Gonzalina”. Rancagua-Shile March 2023

Active Solidarity with Alfredo Cospito from Joaquín García

Words of Comrade Lucas Hernández 6 Months After the Arrests for the Gendarmería Case

June 26, 2023

“For me, there was no alternative to freedom except death. I didn’t conceive of the term prison or jail as anything but a synonym for death...” Juan José Garra

Months go by without much of anything new, inserted in this stronghold of the underworld, which is silenced and hidden. It is difficult to understand that your movement is guarded and limited at every moment. It is easy to nourish myself with hatred if my eyes see daily officials, abuses, bars and uni-

forms in this implanted and repugnant routine, which overwhelms and suffocates.

But that does not paralyze or torment. Neither their punishments nor their decorated clothes make me doubt my ideas and position towards this system of domination. In this process I have had the good fortune to live and experience political imprison-

ment with various comrades. Supporting each other, but we will not always be together, nor close, nor prisoners. Anti-prison solidarity has brought us together.

Captority can suffocate, exhaust, but will never defeat me… this prison process has reaffirmed how little I believe in. A joyful disappointment in those I once called brothers and sisters… today there are few I still love.

I have always wanted to cast aside any kind of pretensions, protagonists towards their spectacles. I am only a stealthy anarchist, brother of my brothers and sisters, and a declared enemy of this or any state.

Resilience is part of this everyday, laments and regrets I leave to those who want to conquer the sky. I will be part of the dangerous freedom even if it takes me months or years.

“I remain steadfast in what I believe and want for this disgusting civilized world and its filthy progressives. Destruction and freedom are a vol-

cano inside me” - Kevin Garrido.

My respects to the comrades who keep on striking and despite some unforeseen failures keep on trying. Their gestures are love in war for those of us who are held hostage; it is a slap in the face to those who persecuted and imprisoned us.

To the comrades who have been part of my process,
and remained in the military police battalion of Peñalolén for some time. A blow to his honor, but he knew he was among comrades and in a military compound. After some judicial procedures he managed to get permission to walk free while waiting out that slow case.

Already getting on in years, he was overwhelmed by the case against him when the TV started showing a bank robbery and the death of a policeman in the center of the capital. He followed the news attentively, through each report of that large magazine that he read in his living room, until the outcome led him to a name he already knew: Marcelo Villarroel, former militant of the Mapu Lautaro and current autonomous subversive fighter, whom he had sentenced to half a century in prison, but who had been able to get out thanks to hunger strikes, internal struggles and outside support, gaining access to parole.

He followed the news with some attention, until Marcelo was arrested in Argentina, but he no longer held any relevant position. He made a couple of calls, more out of curiosity and some concern about the continuation of his work: the sentence. He was reassured to learn that Marcelo’s parole was immediately revoked. In other words, he would have to serve the full sentence of the military prosecutor’s office, in addition to the sentence handed down by the new justice system.

A smile and peace of mind knowing that his legacy would remain.

In 2013 the justice system handed down the sentence of 10 years for kidnapping and 10 years for illicit association against Hernán Ramírez Rurange, and this time he would be sentenced to Punta Pescio. But Ramirez was not willing to lose his military honor, nor to serve a sentence for saving Chile or to acknowledge his participation in miserable murders to those he holds dear. He grabbed the gun with his wrinkled hand, pointed it at his head and pulled the trigger. He is rushed to the Military Hospital, but nothing remains of him but a corpse.

To those who have been there since we fell, who in exchange for nothing have mobilized for the well-being of my brother and me. Friends, comrades, lawyers and siblings - you have won a piece of this black heart.

A special embrace to those restless and determined minds, who in the action of their hands carry our names to the concrete of violent action against power. FREEDOM AND ANARCHY TO YOU AND YOUR KINDRED.

To those black birds that conspire and translate the flight of their imaginations into actions, making Anarchy a dangerous idea… I hope you continue enjoying the free sky and treading recklessly on this land, stalking those who claim to be its desppicable owners.

Luchas Hernandez
Anarchist prisoner
Santiago 1 Prison-Company.

---

**Between Oceans, Forests and Volcanoes: collection gathers texts from the Mapuche resistance in the territories under the domination of the Chilean state.**

In the territories home to the Mapuche communities — whose lands have been seized by capitalist investors, disfigured by loggers, ravaged by energy companies, polluted by industrialists and colonized by accomplices of the Chilean state — the last few decades have been marked by unrelenting struggle.

The radical Mapuche struggle inspires us to those black birds that conspire and translate the flight of their imaginations into actions, making Anarchy a dangerous idea… I hope you continue enjoying the free sky and treading recklessly on this land, stalking those who claim to be its desppicable owners.

Luchas Hernandez
Anarchist prisoner
Santiago 1 Prison-Company.

To those who have been there since we fell, who in exchange for nothing have mobilized for the well-being of my brother and me. Friends, comrades, lawyers and siblings - you have won a piece of this black heart.

A special embrace to those restless and determined minds, who in the action of their hands carry our names to the concrete of violent action against power. FREEDOM AND ANARCHY TO YOU AND YOUR KINDRED.

To those black birds that conspire and translate the flight of their imaginations into actions, making Anarchy a dangerous idea… I hope you continue enjoying the free sky and treading recklessly on this land, stalking those who claim to be its desppicable owners.

Luchas Hernandez
Anarchist prisoner
Santiago 1 Prison-Company.

---

**Miting en la embajada de Italia en Santiago en solidaridad con Alfredo Cospito**

14 de febrero Miting en la embajada de Italia en Santiago en solidaridad con Alfredo Cospito

Con más de 100 días de huelga de hambre del compañero Alfredo Cospito contra el régimen de aislamiento del 41 bis en las cárceles italianas, el Estado ha vuelto a rechazar cualquier modificación en su encierro, condenándolo en la práctica a la muerte.

Volvemos a convocar a un nuevo miting afuera de la embajada italiana para agitar y expandir la solidaridad internacionalista con Alfredo y contra el régimen de aislamiento. Martes 14 de febrero a las 19:00hrs en la embajada italiana. Clemente Fábres 1050, Providencia.

---

**Triple explosive attack against critical infrastructure**

Los Álamos (Chile), June 9, 2023. The pylon of the high-voltage power line failed to withstand the shock of the attack.

In the course of one long weekend, three explosive attacks hit various critical infrastructures in Chile. On Friday June 9, 2023, two high-voltage pylons were hit first. One at dawn in the municipality of Placilla, some ten kilometers east of Valparaíso, where Chile’s largest port and industrial facilities are located. The second, at around 11 p.m., took place in Los Álamos (Bio Bio region), home to the special forces bases of the Carabineros and the Navy, one of the centres of Chile’s repressive policies. While the first pylon, with two of its four support bars damaged, remained standing, the second collapsed to the ground, cutting off power between Cañete and Tiriú in the Los Álamos area.

The third attack occurred at around 3am on Tuesday June 13, on the railway bridge over the Itata river in the Nuble region. The bridge, whose sleepers were blown up and rails shattered by the explosion, is used for freight trains, and in particular for the movement of raw materials such as the thousands of industrial eucalyptus trees destined to supply the Nueva Aldea pulp mill of the Arauco company (Angelini Group). Owned by Chile’s national railroad company (FFE), the line was operated by Ferrocarril del Pacífico (Fepasa), the main rail freight company in the south-central region of the country.

Nuble region (Chile), June 13, 2023. The pulp industry’s railway bridge no longer functions. Following this series of coordinated attacks on strategic infrastructure in three different regions of Chile, (leftist) President Gabriel Boric took the
A Legacy of Disgrace: On the situation of comrade Marcelo Villarroel Sepúlveda

The backdrop of pages and cases passed from one office to another, from one department to another and from one ministry to another. The pages were still white, they had not yet yellowed as they eventually would. To tell the truth, many things at that time passed from one office to another, the transition accommodated and rearranged things so that nothing changed.

The urban guerrilla warfare, assaults, executions, brass, gunpowder, statements of armed hooded men, stolen cars, banks and blasts of the nineties were translated into the legal language of illicit association, homicide, co-perpetrator of homicide, formation of a combat group, robbery with intimidation, serious injuries and an almost infinite etcetera.

Five crimes in different folders that were grouped using their respective judicial nomenclatures were prosecuted by court officer Arnoldo Dreyse Jolland, star of the judicial system during the last years of the dictatorship. With the end of the dictatorship and the beginning of democracy, the players are shuffled and Hernán Ramírez Rurange became more relevant. Former head of the National Intelligence Directorate of the Army and military judge in the 1990s, all these files lead to Ramírez.

There was no need for him to read them in their entirety, with a quick glance he knew who was who and what was necessary for a harsh sentence. Ramírez had been Pinocchio’s personal aide-de-camp and deeply resented this transition of the “political gentlemen”, but he also knew what was happening in the streets and the need to continue with the complete extermination of subversion. The countless attacks, weapons seizures, ambushes and assaults showed that the strength of the various armed groups had not completely stopped after the plebiscite. The dictatorship was already worn out and it was necessary to adapt to the new times in order to strip those who were not even satisfied with the vote of their last breath. There was blood, a lot of blood staining the streets of democracy.

Ramírez signed everything he had to sign, increased all the fines he could increase, doubled all the complices and collaborators was no problem, they weren’t the only ones killing each other like rats. In the nineties Ramírez made his contribution to the legal system of the transition: Silencing and taking care of his comrades-in-arms on the one hand, and on the other, burying those who fought against the prevailing order under long sentences.

In 2004, he was prosecuted for the death of Berrios...
Territory occupied by the Chilean state.

La Gonzalina de Rancagua Prison Factory

Marcelo Villarroel Sepúlveda

mapuche prisoners out of prison now!!!

Subversive anti-authoritarian, anarchist and
As long as misery exists, there will be rebellion!

sentences, still shamefully in force!!!

For the annulment of Pinochet’s military justice
the streets!

All my love and untiring loyalty until we return to
memory of subversive resistance!!!

For those who are not here but still strong in our
mate right to harvest our food.

have planted and therefore we are within our legiti-
public opinion of crop theft by our community. We
version of events that the carabineros presented to
3 hectares of the harvest carried out yesterday, also
claimed land, the wheat that spanned approximately
2002, in addition to being a prohibited type of
ammunition in the acting protocols of public order
control. It should also be mentioned that an 11 year
old minor in the community was also wounded by
pellets in various parts of his body, and also needed
to go to the doctor’s office in Ercilla. There are also
others who were wounded in the community who
refuse to go to a clinic out of fear of being arrested.

1. Yesterday afternoon, March 3, 2023, the special
forces of the carabineros launched a brutal interven-
tion, using different weapons indiscriminently
against our weichafe who resisted the military
police incursion with only lances and witruwe (1),
and gravely wounding weichafe Hugo Queipul (son
of lonko Victor Queipul). They shot directly at our
peñi with steel pellets, causing internal bleeding

2. Within this context, taking advantage of the fact
that the pu loq’ attention was focused on the
wounded and the procedures of our arrested peñi,
today the cowardly special forces entered once
again and stole from our ruka located on the re-
claimed land, the wheat that spanned approximately
3 hectares of the harvest carried out yesterday, also
seizing a machine intended for agricultural work.

3. In violation of various norms of international law,
the official and racist press, especially Radio
Biobío, has reported the event as a theft of grain by
the community, which is outside of any objectivity
and clearly shows the affinity of this media with the
ultra-radical right wing of the area. Despite all these
actions of the Chilean terrorist state, we will con-
tinue in the process of productive reclamation and
territorial control, because it is precisely this that
the racist and fascist oligarchy of the area does not
support. They, together with the neoliberal govern-
ment of Boric, only seek to keep the Mapuche in a
corner begging for crumbs of welfare. Our commu-
nity remains on its feet and never on its knees and
we hold Boric and his policies of good living di-
rectly responsible for our Weichafe’s difficult health
situation, cowardly wounded by a lapdog of those
who rob from our people. We will soon announce a
series of actions that we will follow and convene.

4. Lastly and categorically, we reject the official
version of events that the carabineros presented to
public opinion of crop theft by our community. We
have planted and therefore we are within our legiti-
mate right to harvest our food.

Autonomous Community Temucuicui

and compromising his stomach and lung, a serious
clinical situation for which he is hospitalized in the
intensive care unit, and will require surgery for the
wounds tomorrow at Victoria hospital. We must
remember that these are the very same steel pellets
that took the life of our weichafe Alex Lemun in 2002,
in addition to being a prohibited type of
ammunition in the acting protocols of public order
control. It should also be mentioned that an 11 year
old minor in the community was also wounded by
pellets in various parts of his body, and also needed
to go to the doctor’s office in Ercilla. There are also
others who were wounded in the community who
refuse to go to a clinic out of fear of being arrested.

2. Within this context, taking advantage of the fact
that the pu loq’ attention was focused on the
wounded and the procedures of our arrested peñi,
today the cowardly special forces entered once
again and stole from our ruka located on the re-
claimed land, the wheat that spanned approximately
3 hectares of the harvest carried out yesterday, also
seizing a machine intended for agricultural work.

3. In violation of various norms of international law,
the official and racist press, especially Radio
Biobío, has reported the event as a theft of grain by
the community, which is outside of any objectivity
and clearly shows the affinity of this media with the
ultra-radical right wing of the area. Despite all these
actions of the Chilean terrorist state, we will con-
tinue in the process of productive reclamation and
territorial control, because it is precisely this that
the racist and fascist oligarchy of the area does not
support. They, together with the neoliberal govern-
ment of Boric, only seek to keep the Mapuche in a
corner begging for crumbs of welfare. Our commu-
nity remains on its feet and never on its knees and
we hold Boric and his policies of good living di-
rectly responsible for our Weichafe’s difficult health
situation, cowardly wounded by a lapdog of those
who rob from our people. We will soon announce a
series of actions that we will follow and convene.

4. Lastly and categorically, we reject the official
version of events that the carabineros presented to
public opinion of crop theft by our community. We
have planted and therefore we are within our legiti-
mate right to harvest our food.

Autonomous Community Temucuicui

another construction site for an industrial wind farm
also saw its machinery go up in smoke. And in July
2022, in the municipality of Arauco (Bio Bio re-
gion), the two technical maintenance buildings of a
wind farm that is operational went up in flames.

On June 18, 2023, the Órgano de Resistencia Territorial
(ORT) Williche Millalikan, a member of CAM
(Coordinadora Arauco Malleco), claimed responsi-
bility for the destruction of these fifteen construc-
tion machines, stating “Forestry companies and all
capitalist investment, out of Wallmapu! In memory
of weychafe Toño*, two years after his execution by
carabinieri in the service of forestry contractors.”

On June 18, the Órgano de Resistencia Territorial
(ORT) Williche Millalikan, a member of CAM
(Coordinadora Arauco Malleco), claimed responsi-
bility for the destruction of these fifteen construc-
tion machines, stating “Forestry companies and all
capitalist investment, out of Wallmapu! In memory
of weychafe Toño*, two years after his execution by
carabinieri in the service of forestry contractors.”

Banners and pamphlets were read: “The press
points, the police shoot”, “With memory intact,
Mauricio Morales is with us. In your action we find
the example of putting words into practice, attack-
ing prison scum. That is why we make your name
present in every bomb and keep your memory alive,
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Anarchist history is not a sequence of simple and isolated acts, although many would like it to be; to speak of the adventurers, the crazy poets of history, the unwavering ones with heroic personalities, to fill the chronology of some novelistic book of those who hide behind academic titles or some cushy and comfortable desk. But our history could not be further from that – a multitude of sparks, of attempts without pretension or arrogance, voluntary impulses of determined individualities that await neither the conditions nor the moment, that unite freely or act alone always with the same ungovernmentable pulse.

Fourteen years have passed since that autumn charged with chaos, when one of our own left us in a May full of anarchic spirit. Punki Mauri some called him, Mauricio Morales Duarte was his name in the official records. That night changed the course of the winds for his immediate surroundings, but it was also a call for the anarchic multiverse around the world.

Balancing a black memory with an active spirituality, without falling into those pseudo shamanic visions that are sold today as holy cards of new age saints, is a challenge from the deepest iconoclastic feeling.

Our position could not be farther away when the need to believe becomes anabsurdity and ends up raising up figures as martyrs and heroes.

It is necessary, vital to burst their mausoleums of revolt and to recover our comrades. To continue dialoguing with them, with their feelings-thoughts-gestures-actions and other concerns that are part of all beings in their simple and complex existence. To insist on this dialogue with the dead in this horizontal spirituality of mutual respect where we converge and disagree.

We refuse to forget because we value our loved ones without ever idealizing their existence, with successes and mistakes we embrace them because we are clear that their work was sincere.

Punki Mauri the offensive does not forget you and continues to insist on chaos and anarchy. When a river of blood driven by a heart that beats like an erupting volcano runs through our veins, the feelings, the mind, the body, the spirit, are not extinguished even with death.

Let May be black as gunpowder and the whole rest of life as well. The biggest mistake is not to pay attention to your feelings, it is to live a self-repressed and regretful life. Always with our own, fugitives, prisoners, disappeared, dead. UNTIL WE DESTROY THE LAST BASTION OF PRISON SOCIETY! BECAUSE WE ARE AT WAR! BECAUSE WE ARE STILL AT WAR!!! COMRADE PUNKI MAURI PRESENT NOW AND ALWAYS!!! HE FOUGHT AGAINST THE STATE AND FOR ANARCHY!!!

Fiery Demo at Aplicación High School in Memory of Anarchist Mauricio Morales

On Monday, May 22, a parade was held in the vicinity of the Aplicación high school, leading to barricades and confrontations with motolotcocktails against the presence of carabineros (COP) in memory of comrade Mauricio Morales who died in combat when he detonated the explosive device he

Necessary Words: After 15 Years in Prison

Text from comrade Marcelo Villaol

March 15, 2023

I have been in prison for 15 uninterrupted years. 22 months in Patagonia, territory occupied by the Argentine state where I was detained and the other 13 years and 2 months in the maximum and high security sections of Santiago and Rancagua where I write these words today.

Necessary words as an unequivocal reference of the passage of time and its implications. As an inescapable trace of a memory oiled with the gasoline that has ignited thousands of barricades and implacable fires demanding the release of anarchist and subversive prisoners throughout the years of struggle and resistance inside Chilean prisons.

For 15 years, I have been living in high and maximum security confinement regimes in which sensory deprivation tends to be normalized along with the hostilities of the environment, the structure and the whole internal order of the daily life of prison. The goal is to break your will and make you a citizen prisoner, respectful of all its repressive and authoritarian internal order built to break the indomitable spirit of those of us who walk with our heads held high, dignified and without fear within the prison reality through which we have had to pass.

Even from captivity, I have seen and experienced the oblivion and annihilation of most people, the comfort and the conveniences of many, the complicit silence and the artful attack of the press and the police, their politicians and all those who in some way or another have made us invisible, defamed and attacked us from the comfort of a computer, from their comfort zones, from their privileged positions as harmless citizens servile to the normality of the existent.

But I’m still here!! Aware that I am waging adaily struggle for life and liberty together with my pack, comrades and kindred spirits scattered in different parts of the planet. Aware of the state vengeance that perpetuates my imprisonment using the lowest trickery that power uses to justify a concealed life sentence that they can’t even explain in legal terms, and only apply it because they control the country and the monopoly of violence turned into law.

That is why today I am not imprisoned by the Chilean rule of law but rather held hostage for reasons of state in Boric’s Chile. When there is no legal justification and domination uses this to annihilate the resistance embodied in people who fight in all scenarios without bending at its own convenience, it is because the decree of the state is above any democratic position boasted by all those who affirm the current state of affairs. This includes positions which justify the current government and its functional citizen bullshit to the status quo, allowing the foul advance of the policing of life; those positions which base social tranquility on the extension of repressive laws along with the maintenance of a large repressive apparatus disguised as democratic stability to, obviously, perpetuate the privileges of the ruling class.

With the strength and clarity given to me by each one of the complicit hearts from different places and territories, with the necessary temperance to maintain the subversive anti-authoritarian resistance in prison konkctado With my heart and mind I greet and embrace with all the insurrectionary love to each compañeros and hermanx who have never lowered their arms in this fight to death against the state, the prison and the Kapital.

With the strength and clarity that each of the complicit hearts from different places and territories give me, with the necessary temperance to maintain the subversive anti-authoritarian resistance in prison, connected with my heart and mind, I greet and embrace with all my insurrectionary love each comrade and relative who has never given up their arms in this fight to death against the state, prison and capital.

For the enemies of yesterday and today – nothing! To Alfredo Cospito, light of world-wide struggle against prison society… For all the anarchist, subversive, antiauthoritarian comrade prisoners of all tendencies in Greece, Italy, Chile, Spain, Byelorussia, Russia, USA and the whole world… For the Mapuche people and their communities in Resistance and their imprisoned weichafes…

cont. on next page...
Public Declaration of Mapuche Political Prisoners

To our Mapuche Pueblo Nation, to the Lov and communities in resistance by the current government.

Faced with this situation as PPM (mapuche political prisoners) Lavnkenche we declare ourselves in a state of alert and do not rule out the possibility of mobilization in support of the above demands. We also send our fraternal greetings and our full support to the peh/Lamuen of Pilmaiken and Temucuicui after the latest acts of robbery and repression by the military police who are taking over the entire Wallmapu.

First they stole our territory and now they plunder our food, making it clear that the Boric government has no real interest in trying to resolve the territorial conflict, but rather is determined to intensify the repressive policies against our pueblo. The military police who are taking control of the area are alert to this situation and do not rule out the possibility of mobilization.

At the same time they call for the communities in resistance and Mapuche autonomist movement to strengthen themselves in the face of what is a clear persecution on the part of the current government. In conjunction with sectors of the ultra-right and those which are historically anti-Mapuche. The repressive policies are deepening the repressive measures in order to ensure extractive capitalist investments in Wallmapu.

Respect Convention 169 and freedom for all PPM. Mapuche political prisoners of Lebu prison.

José Llanquileo
Alessio Manriquez Maril
Matías Leivaque
Esteban Carrera
Cesar Millanao
Francisco Medina Huichacura
Robinson Parra Sáez
Yerko Maril Marián

Eliseo Raiman
Esteban Huichacura
Manuel Huichacura
Héctor Parra Sáez
Guillermo Camus
Bernardo Camus

* translator’s note: term for indigenous people and their descendants in the employ of the colonizer.

Banners and leaflets read: “May 22nd, day of chaos”; “Before sleeping I embrace kaos. For a May as black as gunpowder. Mauricio Morales”; “There are still some backpacks like Punky Mauri’s”, “Mauricio Morales is with us, ensuring that anarchy lives”, “14 years after you left, you remain alive in our anarchist hearts and souls.”

Anarchist and Subversive Prisoners: Greeting to Mapuche People in Struggle against Repression and Dispersal of Prisoners in Chile.

From the particularities and in autonomy, each with their gaze and worldview, we have in the direct struggle the same enemies: the State, the prison and capitalism. In confrontation with these we have had to face persecution, prison and death, circumstances of this continuous and incessant walk of anarchic and subversive resistance.

The same racist military and police state that pursues, imprisons and kills, today articulates a policy of dispersion and isolation towards the Peh; nothing new for power and their jailers, who seek in this dispersion to dismantle an ancestral struggle.

Previously, anarchists and subversives were transferred to this Rancagua prison/company; today, it is the Peñi Juan and Fabián who face their own passage through these walls.

Our solidarity with the struggle of the Mapuche people has been a constant for decades and it is within this practice that today we grasp the hand and fist of our brothers, aware of their hunger strike against the dispersal and we join in a cry of war with the conviction of fighting against a common enemy that today demands a new relationship between those who struggle for the Weichan and we, as long as there is misery there will be rebellion!

Anarchist, subversive and Mapuche prisoners out of prisons now!! Death to the State!

Much Newen to all Lov and communities in struggle and resistance.

A hug in resistance to all Mapuche prisoners whose dignity continues in Weichan in state prisons.

Anarchist, subversive and Mapuche prisoners out of prisons now!!

Francisco Solar
Juan Aliste
Joaquín García
Marcelo Villarroel

Anarchist and subversive prisoners

Rancagua prison/company

Territory dominated by the Chilean State.

May 2023.
Attendees that afternoon were Agustín Edwards, high-risk criminals, despite the fact that among the prosecutors are careful to protect their territories, neighbourhoods, institutions and infrastructures, the attack is still possible in contexts of control and passivity. The attack does not come to life in fervent attacks, but in the midst of fire, smoke and words (…) Nothing escapes from what was arranged and planned. 

On April 2, 1992, a gang dressed in suits and ties seemed to be not to try. Everything continues, and that our only defeat will be not to try.：“As long as there is misery there will be rebellion”, “Only the organized people will free the imprisoned people”, “No one is forgotten, no one stops fighting. Impunity never”, “Our memory is rebellious and spreads in the streets”, “The country betrays, the student acts” and “Forward with all the force of history”. 

Claim for the explosive attack against Fundación Paz Ciudadana by the Brigadas Anárquicas Luis Ramírez Olachea (Providencia, Chile, May 22, 2023) 

Those who have been here, in the minority and diffuse practice, know that failing an attack is part of the many probabilities that arise in the bravery of the street, when we believe that everything is going well, we are surprised that something escapes from what was arranged and planned. 

Deciding on an electrical system to detonate an explosive charge is not a whimsical decision, it is the result of studying the objectives, our forces and our resources for action. With a quick entry and withdrawal from the environment we prioritize the safety of our comrades, understanding that the materials at our disposal come and go, while the life and freedom of our brothers and sisters is the most valuable component of the arsenal. 

These bitter situations are softened when we know that although the State, police and prosecutors are careful to protect their territories, neighbourhoods, institutions and infrastructures, the attack is still possible in contexts of control and passivity. The attack does not come to life in fervent verbal slogans, it is a threat when it bursts into the streets. 

In the face of a mistake we could remain comfortably silent but we are proud to persist in action, charged with memory and militant solidarity. We take the words of the comrades in Bolivia, “Long live all the efforts of the anarchic struggle!” because to advance vertiginously along the paths of confrontation is a victory for our revolutionary horizons. 

We continue, we know that nothing is over and everything continues, and that our only defeat will be not to try. 

On the objective 

On April 2, 1992, a gang dressed in suits and ties burst into a large house located on the corner of Valenzuela Castillo and Marchant Pereira streets in the Providencia district in broad daylight to find out what we know today as the Fundación Paz Ciudadana (Citizen Peace Foundation). No newspaper or television channel dared to treat them as high-risk criminals, despite the fact that among the attendees that afternoon were Agustín Edwards (great financier of the socio-political destabilization in the ’70s) and other prominent figures of Chilean political corruption such as Carlos Alberto Délano, as well as Nicolás Ibáñez, a well-known ultra-right-wing businessman, who when he ran D&S boasted a life-size bust of Pinochet in the middle of his living room, and other members of the most powerful business groups such as Bernardo Matte and Guillermo Luksic. 

Fundación Paz Ciudadana emerged when the longed-for social peace of the agreed transition was cracking and a hard blow was dealt to one of the country’s wealthiest families. A split of the Frente Patriótico Manuel Rodríguez kidnapped Cristián Edwards, Agustín’s son. After this event, the need for an anti-crime plan and a new Penal Code became urgent, since the audacity of stalking the magnates of this estate could not be allowed. 

From then on, the country’s managers were promoting modifications and renewed penal policies defended by Paz Ciudadana, which through (not so) technical reports and mediocre statistics in hand, shielded the bills that at the end of the day only sought to protect private property and the peace of large business groups and the upper echelons of power. 

Far from the already known tactics such as paralyzing trucks, de-supplying the population and financing right-wing paramilitary groups, new times were approaching where the political-business union was necessary since these new policies could not be implemented only with the sole desire of the business community; it was necessary to seek votes that would allow the approval of each of these new laws. The ambitious project managed to bring together the political and business world, absorbing multiple figures of the moment, mainly from the Concertación. “I sign everything Paz Ciudadana says” said Ricardo Lagos in 2005, demonstrating that the importance of this sinister Foundation also covers the bidding of the government of the day. 

We have attacked Paz Ciudadana because from its innocent repressive laboratory it has strived year after year to create a climate of insecurity that only seeks the implementation of laws that wall off the privileges, goods and peace of the most powerful, because Paz Ciudadana is the business union of Chile’s most powerful thieves that have systematically affected most people and that paradoxically are the ones that have caused more damage in the daily lives of people, nothing like that. Paz Ciudadana does not know about insurrectional action; “Facing prison and confinement, active and explosive solidarity. Freedom for Aldo and Lucas Hernandez”; “Freedom for Aldo, Lucas, Syde and Javo”, “Making ideas a real threat. Freedom for Aldo”, “Every day a young fighter is born. March 29th insurrectionary and subversive. We walk with our dead - and comrades kidnapped by the different States of the world - in our memory and in our black hearts with their conviction, courage and living fortitude. We remain on at war against the State and capital, until we achieve total liberation”, “Fighting injustice is the road to dignity and organization”, “Direct action and popular organization. Memory, struggle and revolutionary construction”, “Subversion in everyday life. The fight continues, from pinchos to the struggle in the streets. Every March 29th, with heart in hand and in the midst of fire, smoke and words (…) Nothing and nobody is forgotten. Social war against the state patriarchy and capital”, “Memory is a subversive tool, young fighters present”, “Long live chaos”, “As long as there is misery there will be rebellion”, “Only the organized people will free the imprisoned people”, “No one is forgotten, no one stops fighting. Impunity never”, “Our memory is rebellious and spreads in the street”, “The country betrays, the student acts” and “Forward with all the force of history”. 

In all the instances described above, among others, banners and pamphlets read: “Only those who are forgotten truly die”, “Simon Wenchuhan, Jorge and Pedro Palacios”, “Young combatant, get organized and fight. Enough of turning the other cheek”, “The discontent grows and the organization gets stronger, 29m”, “Nothing is over, nothing is forgotten. Memory to the fallen”, “Active solidarity, armed complicity. With comrade Aldo Hernández accused of the explosive attack on the National Directorate of Gendarmerie”, “Before the long sentences of the state, complicity and armed sedition… Francisco Solar and Mónica Caballero present in

In La Pincoya, barricades and confrontations were set up, resulting in the completely burning of a bus of the Red system at the intersection of Américo Vespucio and Recoleta. 

Four carabineros barracks were attacked, among them the 20 Police Station in Puente Alto, 62 Police Station in San Bernardo, 54 Police Station in Huechuraba and 45 Police Station in Cerro Navia. Other data and facts can be seen – for example, a total of 6,386 carabineros were deployed throughout the territory. And in the Metropolitan Region alone, a total of 2,359 – in the report of the Undersecretary of the Interior [4].

In La Pincoya, barricades and confrontations were set up, resulting in the completely burning of a bus of the Red system at the intersection of Américo Vespucio and Recoleta. 

Four carabineros barracks were attacked, among them the 20 Police Station in Puente Alto, 62 Police Station in San Bernardo, 54 Police Station in Huechuraba and 45 Police Station in Cerro Navia. Other data and facts can be seen – for example, a total of 6,386 carabineros were deployed throughout the territory. And in the Metropolitan Region alone, a total of 2,359 – in the report of the Undersecretary of the Interior [4].
and a pole, its vision obstructed by the fire of the and resistance, an armoured car crashed into a tree in the presence of COP. Without calming the conflict and molotov confrontations were launched against people, while at the same time the first barricades burning of two buses of the Red system by masked around 9:30 p.m., different media reported the total was made and a banner was displayed saying “March 29th, in the street and in prison we are still at war”.

An 18-year-old was also shot with a bullet in his left cheek. According to his testimony, he suffered the impact when he was walking along 5 de abril and Aeropuerto. It is believed that the bullet came from one of the carabinero guns (COP). The following day Labocar carried out an analysis at 5 de abril to look for possible perpetrators of the shooting of the carabinero.

In Lo Hermida the day began with a cultural political act, with performances from artists from the territory and different social organizations, in addition to a vigil at the memorial of disappeared detainees in Petialolén. This ended with a march through the passages of the neighbourhood to Grecia Avenue where barricades and molotov confrontations were launched against the presence of COP.

The profitable private security business started at the business agreements with the foundation and the large amount of capital that sustains this alliance. The profitable private security business started at that time is materialized today in the countless companies of guards, alarms and municipal police, companies that were strategically created by several founders of Paz Ciudadana.

One of the main contributions of this foundation is the media projection – through its high power of interference in the mass media – of an elaborate portrait that describes an internal national enemy, “implicable and powerful”, proposing that an unbeatable society would be much better off if there were no “they” who must be exterminated in a “war”, as if crime were not also the expression of a rotten system from its roots. If in the ‘90s a wave of fear was fomented to emphasize the need for security, we are currently living the second largest campaign of this type, with the difference that the militia are in the streets and we are debating in a kind of permanent State of Emergency to now, yes, finish configuring the long-awaited Police Democracy with armies of war assuming public security tasks. In the last few weeks we have seen how a repressive offensive called “Plan Streets Without Violence” has been implemented, where the “feminist”, pluri-policial and “ecologist” government has unleashed the repressive offensive against marginalized and impoverished territories, added to the intrasistent call of the political class to incorporate in this repressive agenda the phenomenon of terrorism and subversion.

Currently, there are many foundations that are located in the shadows of power that move without major problems; they are the thinking heads of repressive, racist and extermination policies; with modern, inclusive and friendly speeches, they impose trends and influences in everyday life. With this action we want to contribute to the harass-ment against these centres of confluence of the rich and powerful. The list is long, it is only a matter of time before the anarchic offensive reaches the doors of their homes. We will continue to attack the neighbourhoods and centres of power, outwitting their “elite” police of which Minister Tohá is so proud.

“Memory is not just pages in history books. Memory is the force that forces in steel our will to be able to continue the struggle. It is the impulse that pushes us never to turn back. Memory sharpens our hatred and arms our vengeance. Memory is the land where we meet those we lost, those we never knew, those we would like to have by our side in the battle, a battle in which, as long as it continues, our brothers and sisters will live inside thousands of conspiracies planned everywhere around the world, through acts of vandalism and arson, executions, plans to escape from prison, and will never be left in the oblivion of time.” Conspiracy Cells of Fire.

14 years after the death in action of our comrade and brother Mauricio Morales. Combative and insurgent memory, to persist in the powerful fires that nourish our denials. To Alfredo Cospito, our most affectionate revolutionary greetings. Your extensive hunger strike has demonstrated that anarchist insurrectional action has no borders; on the contrary, it expands crea-tively and employs all means of struggle against Power. Long live the seditious fractions and the black urban guerrilla: Francisco, Monica, Aldo and Lucas, we continue to hold our heads high together with you. Subversive prisoners, anarchists, Mapuche and anti-specistans to the streets! Brigadas Anárquicas Luis Ramirez Olaechea*

* Anarchist comrade who on October 22, 1929 attempted a tyrannicide against the dictator Carlos Ibáñez del Campo.
¡Punky Mauri Presente! In memory of Anarchist Mauricio Morales, 22 May 2009

22 May 2023

Before Going to Sleep

Before going to sleep I reflect on modernity and I don’t get used to the artificial smell
Nor to the plastic that envelopes water,
Nor to machines nor to military helmets,
Nor to ties and their suits.

My hands don’t get used to the artificial connection
in virtual universes
Connected lives in wireless networks, my eyes
search for the eternal fire of rebellion among the multitude of corpses and only
in isolated gazes, the conscious individual emerges with dagger eyes that resist dying in the democratic cemetery.

Santiago: On the Demonstration for Comrade Mauricio Morales and the 81 Prisoners Assassinated in the Fire at San Miguel Prison

The evening of May 8, 2023, Memoria Anticarcelaria held a demonstration for anarchist comrade Mauricio Morales and the 81 prisoners assassinated in the fire at San Miguel Prison.

The activity passed in front of the prison, in the street, without permission, this being a small space of memory won thanks to the courage of family members who lived through the greatest prison tragedy that ever occurred in this ill-fated territory. Remembering Mauri there, his anti-prison essence, becomes vital to continue expanding his memory, ideas and actions. His decision to strike the school becomes vital to continue expanding his memory, Remembering Mauri there, his anti-prison essence, the tragedy that ever occurred in this ill-fated territory.

Members who lived through the greatest prison
street, without permission, this being a small space
of prison society, nor can we forget those
in isolated gazes, the conscious individual emerges with dagger eyes that resist dying in the democratic cemetery.

Before going to sleep I embrace chaos as an idea that liberates my body and my mind
Because after all, it makes me feel alive.
I do not want to search for the grail that will liberate future societies.
My fingers search for the bloody flight of the destruction of the chains of the rhythmic fire, of the close fire of power and its masters.
Upon sleeping, my actions are designed so that tomorrow, after waking up, I will break the routine, in a solitary action, with my chest like a swollen stone,
by the destruction of this and of any society.
Do me a favour: see to it that anarchy lives.

Before dying in the sludge of the street we will imitate Mauricio Morales!
“Love yourself and be violent, beautifully violent, until everything is destroyed. Remember that whatever violent action against those who promote equality is completely justified for the infinite amount of violence they submit us to.
….. Love yourself and combat terrorism, burn, conspire and sabotage and be violent, beautifully violent, naturally violent, freely violent.”
Mauri
Comrade Mauri
You are with us!

March 29: Day of the Young Combatant Report-Back

“Nothing changed in terms of the targeted repression that began to be applied to those who did not want to submit to the transition and to the itinerary of Pinochet’s constitution (…) How much young blood was still to be shed in this last year of dictatorship and in the years to come of police democracy of the Concertación”
– Hans Niemeyer, 2015

On March 29, a demonstration was held to commemorate the Day of the Young Combatant, 38 years after its origin [1]. Historically, this date has brought together thousands of people in different parts of the territory who gather, generally, to denounce the dictatorial legacies of the Pinochet regime, extended by the rearrangement of the transition to democracy and, specifically, to give life to the memory of anarchist and subversive combatant youth.

Over time, this day has changed, although always characterized by street confrontations against the institutions of the police: “(…) in its first epoch, Maricio Maigret, Paulina Aguirre and the Vergara Toledo brothers, all militants of the MIR, were remembered. With the passing years, this date has come to incorporate new faces and names of youth who have died in the struggle against capitalism and power: Sebastián Overshij, who died during a bank expropriation in Pudahuel. Mauricio Morales, attacking the military academy with a bomb. Claudia López, while participating in the barricades during a September 11th demonstration in La Pintoria, Jhenny Cariqueo, killed by a police beating on March 29, 2008. Jecier Recabarren, rebellious child who died in a transit accident.” [2]
The images multiply and the dates are resignified. It is no longer only the memory of two comrades, it extends to many more who gave their lives in the antagonistic and revolutionary destabilization against a system that maintains a continuum of miseries, persecutions, kidnappings and murders. Moving onto the events, the day began with a student march through the Alameda and Providencia axis, passing through Plaza Dignidad with barricades and brief confrontations against the COP [Carabineros] – who were constantly monitoring and harassing the mobilization. Continuing west, COP pushed the crowd towards Central Station, triggering the usual confrontation with the drug dealers of the Meiggs sector. Vigils were held outside the Liceo de Aplicación, where the Vergara Toledo brothers studied, and at Liceo 7 de Ñuñoa where the death of Tobias was remembered.

These events, along with others at Ñuñoa, the intersections of Aledañas and Yungay, San Bernardo - where 4 government vehicles were damaged - and Concepción, resulted in 36 arrests according to the Undersecretary of Crime Prevention. “Of these, 31 for simple disorderly conduct; one for carrying elements for the preparation of incendiary elements; and one for carrying elements for the preparation of incendiary elements and aggression against a policeman on duty”. [3]
In the general cemetery, with the participation of Manuel Vergara - father of the Vergara brothers -,
In Santiago, the University of Chile (JGM) was the site of an incendiary demonstration.

On Tuesday, March 28, a march was held on the Juan Gómez Millas campus, displaying banners and pamphlets, with the aim of blocking a road in the area and raising awareness about imprisoned comrades.

The posters and agitation in the streets of Santiago in response to the International Call for Alfredo Cospito.

Responding to the call for mobilization in solidarity with Alfredo Cospito, the hunger strike against the 41bis law was held on Thursday, March 9, at the Barros Arana Boarding School (INBA), a high school which last year was quite active in street struggles against the Carabineros (COP). The presence of masked students exceeded 40, according to the call of “Mochilazo” along Alameda to exert pressure against Boric’s government.

A banner was displayed in solidarity with Alfredo Cospito: “Inba 2023. End to the 41 bis regime. Insurrectional solidarity.”

On Grecia Avenue where barricades were set up along with confrontations with Molotov cocktails against the presence of Carabineros (COP). Banners were read: “Combatant youth, permanent insurrection.”

Colonel Pedro Álvarez Ortega of the Central Santiago Prefecture commented: “There were Molotov bombs thrown and incendiary barricades set up (…) Between 25 and 30% were white overalls. We have no information regarding any damage to the interior, only what I have just commented, we are coordinating with the Army and also with the school’s directors.”

A banner was displayed in solidarity with Alfredo Cospito: “Inba 2023. End to the 41bis regime. Insurrectional solidarity.”

The prisoners are also demanding the release of Marcelo Villarroel, a subversive prisoner that could have requested conditional release in the year 2019 but, in consideration of the changes of the DL 321, will be given the possibility to request it in 2036. They are also demanding the end of preventive detention as a punitive tool.

The continuity of the fight is a permanent construction, infinite and multifaceted, with insurrectionary, spread over many regions.

On days like today are many brothers and sisters that come to memory… Time has passed, but at every moment of my life they are always present in my being, picking up all the experience and wisdom of their Steps. To mention each one would make for an extensive list, the diverse circumstances of their falls shows that times are not so different in how much the blows that power executes those who challenge the comfort of the powerful.

Blood, pain and rage is transformed into a path of destruction and creation that has no end. From this humble reflection, I take air and continue irreducibly. Understand that imprisonment is just a probable scenario of the Life, for those who choose to break the normality and legality of power. Punishment and isolation as a method of achieving repentments will be the result they will find for our undominated bodies and minds.

May the solidarity, heterogeneous and insurrectionary, spread over many regions.
An embrace of complicity and insurrection to the Brothers and Sisters that Today are on strike, today we put our bodies as weapons facing once More against the State and its laws. Combatant Youth, Permanent Insurrection!!! For the repeal of Article 9 and the Restitution of Article 1 ° Of Decree Law 321!!! Release to the Street Comrade Marcelo Villarrol and All Political Prisoners, Subversive Prisoners, Anarchist Prisoners, Mapuche Liberation Prisoners and Prisoners of the Revolt!!! As long as there is misery, there will be rebellion!!! Pablo Bahamondes Ortiz “Bear” Subversive prisoner of Villa France Jail-company santiago 1 Maximum module March 29, 2021

Justice is already fine-tuning all the details for his big party, he will choose his best outfit and meticulously sharpen his sword. Nothing can go wrong at the moment when he shows himself for what he is: the executioner of the powerful. The sword of justice has been kept in storage waiting for the key moment to strike the right blow to our bodies. That moment translated into punitive punishment will find its climax in the oral trial, which is already set for May 19. This trial is expected to be a long process of several months. During the month of March we were preparing for the oral trial – an instance prior to the trial – where the court, which until now had conducted our criminal proceedings, decided on the basis of what our next trial will be. Basically, in the trial, the entire legal process through which we were convicted for the placement of an explosive device in the Basilica del Pilar in Zaragoza will be used against us, as well as practically all the documented evidence of the prosecution, ranging from pamphlets to anarchist books found in our homes. The recycling of the already closed case in Spain is part of the stubborn insistence of the prosecutor to validate all the antecedents that position us as repeat offenders of the same crimes.

Words of Anarchist Comrades Mónica and Francisco in View of the Upcoming Trial

Monica Caballero
CPP San Miguel – Santiago

Francisco Solar
CP La Gonzalina – Rancagua
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